BOOK REVIEW

Saleh, the narrator of Out of Mesopotamia, is a middle-aged Iranian journalist who moonlights as a writer for one of Iran’s most popular TV shows but cannot keep himself away from the front lines in neighboring Iraq and Syria. There, the fight against the Islamic State is a proxy war, an existential battle, a declaration of faith, and, for some, a passing weekend affair. After weeks spent dodging RPGs, and witnessing acts of savagery and stupidity, Saleh returns to civilian life in Tehran but finds it to be an unbearably dislocating experience. Pursued by his official handler from state security, opportunistic colleagues, and the woman who broke his heart, Saleh has reason to again flee from everyday life. Surrounded by men whose willingness to achieve martyrdom both fascinates and appalls him, Saleh struggles to make sense of himself and the turmoil in his midst.

An unprecedented glimpse into “endless war” from a Middle Eastern perspective, Out of Mesopotamia follows in the tradition of the Western canon of martial writers—from Hemingway and Orwell to Tim O’Brien and Philip Caputo—but then subverts and expands upon the genre before completely blowing it apart. Drawing from his firsthand experience of being embedded with Shia militias on the ground in Iraq and Syria, Abdoh gives agency to the voiceless while offering a meditation on a war that is moving, humane, darkly funny, and resonantly true.
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As a historian, I have always liked plays and literature. Literature is an interesting medium because it allows you to live, through and into your mind, the life and thinking of the main actors of history. Truthfully, we need literature because, with it, we can imagine in a positive sense the historicality of the sociopolitical realities, and even more, the existential realities or pseudo-realities of actors in history. Of course, it depends on what kinds of novels. Is it historical fiction, science fiction, or simply fiction? In historical fiction, we can write imaginary realities which means that the written realities belong to the world of possible and plausible. Historical writings in fiction must have one foot in historical truth and the other foot in fiction. It is different from science fiction writings because in there you can let your imagination flow unstoppably. It is up to you to decide what elements, subjects, or topics you want to include in your novel. Within the historical novel, there is a limit to historical truthfulness that the writer must respect, if not, he or she will end up writing a fictitious novel, to the point that it might be considered science fiction. Before going any further on this point, I consider it important to offer you a definition of the historical novel: A historical novel is a novel that has as its setting a period of history and that attempts to convey the spirit, manners, and social conditions of a past age with realistic detail and fidelity (which is in some cases only apparent fidelity) to historical fact. Still in this order of ideas, I must also offer a definition of the science fiction novel: a science fiction novel is a form of fiction that deals principally with the impact of actual or imagined science upon society or individuals. What characterizes the genre is the fact that there is no attempt at scientific and technological plausibility.

Salar Abdoh wrote a historical novel. All along, I never felt that I was in a science fiction world. On the contrary, I was on the Earth, in Asia, in the Middle East (according to the Western conception of geography), and on the battlefield. I did like the novel. Some parts are effectively boring; nevertheless, I stood by it until the end. What I liked about the book is the fact that it took me in a world that is practically foreign to me, but culturally and ideologically close. Yes, Islam, theology, and the different groups of Asians with their culture were very attractive to me. I am not surprised because I am a scholar who loves post-colonial studies, post-colonial literature, and subaltern studies. Through the twist and turns of intellectual existence, I was introduced to the engaging and sophisticated intellectual work of a great master of contemporary literary studies: Edward Said (1935-2003). This aforementioned scholar and my understanding of world politics were the two elements that have helped me in analyzing the novel of Abdoh. This Iranian American has offered us a novel about the hideous realities of foreign and national politics of the Near East. Abdoh took us to the world of warfare in Iraq or else; we must also say that he has us living among the diverse Asian combatants who are stuck in the maelstrom of Western politics in "Western" Asia.
"Out of Mesopotamia" is a story written on 225 pages. To my French-Canadian mind, the speed of the story was slow. I did not have the impression that I was reading a North American novel. It was not a fast-paced novel. I even felt that the length of the novel was long... The slowness of the story could lose me too... It was a story-telling book. The narrator, Saleh an Iranian journalist who loves intellectualism, was telling us his account of journalistic investigation about the war in Iraq and its ramifications among a group of combatants.

One thing was sure, through the narrative I understood that I was in the Middle East, especially in Syria, Iran, Iraq, Maghreb, Egypt but also in Europe through the constant cultural representations of France. The people that we encountered were ethnically diverse, to the point that we even spoke of tribesmen, tribes' rules, and customs; the novel, as well, addressed the notion of nation-states such as the USA and France. Abdoh, through his work, made us students of anthropology of the Near East. Culture, manners, kindness, ethnicities, the relationship between men and women, the relationship between nationals and foreigners, and of course, the relationship of men with life in a world where death is so near; as we read this novel, we must constantly keep in mind that the lethal aspect of their existence is the prevailing reality of anyone or everyone! Death is a near possibility for everyone. For these Muslims, "inshallah", is not a phrase that you say just to say goodbye! Inshallah is also an expression of good luck provided by God to you, since life, in general, is a lottery that the Merciful might pull out your name, and the next thing that you do not yet know, is that you are fatally dead! But in a context of warfare, the divine odds against you may just multiply and forced you to submit your soul to the All Mighty. Another aspect of this tragedy is the fact that most of the time, only the combatants know that you are gone from the surface of the Earth. Thenceforth, you belong to the world of the Spirits. Sadly, in that case, the only existential reflection is "Allah called you out today". At best, what you may say after a surprise attack is "Thank you God for not having called out my name. I can live one more day, every day.........

Some men, according to Abdoh, like being in that war for theological reasons: this war is happening because God has decided that it would be as such. To the point that it seems that there is no way out, except the way of martyrdom. On page 155, it is written: "I was worried that this war would end and I'd have to reinvent the wheel of everyday life again. Some people, like Cleric J and Egyptian Mo, were seriously talking about the next fight. Cleric J's words verbatim: If we don't find martyrdom in Iraq or Syria, Inshallah, there's Yemen." There is a theological dimension in this novel; this story takes you into the everlasting question or reflection on "does God really want war and misery for his Creation?" Or rather, is it his Creation that is spiritually and genetically impaired from the beginning of time? How could we explain theologically the behaviors of different people or individuals? Too many
individuals are constantly thriving for the realization of evil deeds rather than the accomplishment of a peaceful life within a peaceful civilization. The author of this novel transforms himself; from being an anthropologist he becomes a theologian who questions, as a good Western existentialist, the culpability of God on the origins of the phenomenon of war. Is it really what God wants for his masterpiece: the humans? Although he may sound theocentric, Abdoh is in reality anthropocentric. He knows that human beings are capable of great things and, of course, of serious and ugly misdeeds like that assassination of an enemy tribesman by a converted Frenchman to Islam because he did not belong to any tribes of Iraq. So, the enemy’s revenge would be only laid on this Muslim Frenchman from out of nowhere. Indeed, this fictional novel is full of human tragedy, and simply because that part of the world is constantly in political and social drama by being on the coveted wealth path of major foreign powerful nation-states.

Abdoh understands that Western politics affect the life of the Middle Easterners. He mentioned the USA and the presence of a Frenchman. But beyond that nothing much. Salar speaks often about Iranian politics in Iraq, especially through the Iranian fighters involved in the conundrum of the Iraq war. When he talks about the government, he talks about the Iranian government and how they conduct their politics through soldiers and propaganda operations. Well, it sounded like any fascist or communist state of the twentieth century: sending poor people to war under the constant process of mind control. Do not read this book with the idea that you are learning about the conflicts in the Near East. No! This novel is about the humanism of fellow Muslim men, who are prisoners and victims of a war that they do not understand the fundamental reasons for it. It is a calamity that they are caught in; it is a political quagmire that they do not control at all. Struggling and blood-shedding are beyond their volition. They are fighting for a cause that they do not own or created. They cannot even surrender because they might be executed or else. This is a story of victimology. This is not a euphemism from me. There are a lot of victims. For instance, there is an Iranian soldier that cannot go back to his own country because he is declared dead, and his widow gets a monthly pension for him and she is praised as a woman who accepted to sacrifice her happiness for the greater good of the Iranian nation-state and its political objectives in Iraq! This Iranian warrior ended up in a refugee camp in France, which he adored; needless to say, we suspect that the tragedy continues for this man since he became a paperless immigrant in a country where he does not speak or understand the language...

Although he is happy by being in France, the Mecca of the intellectuals; he winds up in a life of adversity, hardship, and humiliation. This misfortune is real! Millions of lives in the world are stricken by constant misfortune. This part of the story reminds me of a Westener, a French Canadian, who was born lucky since I could have been the unlucky or the damned one! It does not mean that my life has
been perfect; no, it just means that it could have been worst. But I also understood that the well-being of Westerners is based on the political violence of the Western states: to strategically lead the world economics, the Westerners imposed political measures that fester a climate of revolt or endless fighting to control the resources and the strategic routes to infinite wealth. Voilà!

Throughout the novel, Salar Abdoh is letting us know that France has two images on her flag. The first one is negative. France is an oppressive nation-state, a hypocritical money-grabber, who never admits her historical political and economic wrongdoings. The second image is the one that shines out a lot all over the world: the Hexagon represents love, respect for intellection, and intellectualism. France is still the country that respects writers, philosophers, historians, and all the other great thinkers to the utmost. The Frenchmen and Frenchwomen are people that could be shameful if they feel that they do not know anything… Since they value knowledge, they like to pretend that they know everything. Let's face it, they are often a nation of talkers, not of doers! Nevertheless, it remains for the outsiders a nation of metaphysicians and intellectuals. Truly, for those who know France and its culture, it is a matter of fact that France has a profound and indelible love and respect for historiography, literature, and philosophy. Abdoh has that respect for France. The story in his novel revolves around a book by the French writer Marcel Proust (1871-1922). The book is found, then lost until we found the owner, an Iranian intellectual, who has become a fighter against his will, and then eventually comes to be a refugee in France. Salah, the main character of this wonderful story is surrounded by all kinds of intellectuals, artists, and people that can be considered heartfelt, although victims of the war too. The account tells us about the world of Tehran with an artist, a woman painter named Miss Homa, who is a gracious person, an accomplished artist, and a humanist. We tend to remember that woman for her kindness in manners and her wealth: for example, she gives her masterpieces away to financially help people. For all the hatred that may exist in the Near East, Abdoh shows us the respect that probably several Iranians may have for Jewish Iranians. In his novel, Abdoh testifies to his open-mindedness towards Iranian Jews. Salar Abdoh does not have hatred towards Jewish folks; he persistently speaks about the synagogue that stands in front of Saleh’s house in Tehran. Saleh, as a reminder, is the main character of the novel. By repeatedly mentioning to us the Jewish temple, we may understand that our author is craving for peace in the Middle East. Our hypothesis here is that Abdoh’s novel is a call to peace among Middle Easterners. Why denounce the war in Iraq and the tragedies that it causes them if it is not for irenic reasons?

By using the character of Saleh, Abdoh reminds us of the suffering of these combatants who most likely waste their life waging wars for other people’s interests. Salar let’s transpire a desire for an Iran dedicated to peace and democracy since that political regime could be the best to stem the desire for political, economic, and
religious violence. Clearly, there is a denunciation of the state apparatus' act of using the journalist Saleh, the principal character, and the other citizens for the political objectives of the Iranian state. Of course, by refusing to obey accordingly, the individuals are exposed to acts of retaliation. Abdoh, in sum, hopes that Tehran one day will be a national and an international place of culture for the artists and writers for the global public. Abdoh understands that democracy is the purveyor of freedom of expression. Through his main character, Saleh, Abdoh is letting us know the value that he places on knowledge and culture. With Saleh, we have access to intellectuals, writers, painters, Muslim theologians, and of course, warriors. Although Salar Abdoh wants Iran to become a global intellectual platform in the Middle East, we can affirm that it is also, by extension, a request for the entire Middle Eastern folks to be among the best writers in the world. Saleh has had enough of bloodshed, martyrdom culture, and existential suffering for the people that he loves.

Overall, this story opens the heart and minds of Westerners because contrary to the news on television, it tells you about the life of the citizens of the Earth who are suffering from the evilness of politics of other citizens of the blue planet. This novel is as well a traveling ticket to the historical and contemporary mortiferous reality of the Near East. For Westerners, it is a philosophical text of existentialist reflections on the misery caused by political ordeal. The Occidentals are not immune to this. We do not know what may happen to us in the future. Nothing is historically guaranteed! With that, have a good reading of this more than interesting novel.
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